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History is full of technological breakthroughs that arguably were first discovered
because fundamental research was conducted without commercial influence.
Fundamental research also plays an important role in producing the next
generation of researchers. However, this article argues that research in
general, and particularly biosensor research, is suffering from diminishing
impact because of a lack of entrepreneurial mindset when defining research
objectives. The story of the author’s own biosensor research pathway is
presented, and it provides an exemplary case study of this larger problem. An
entrepreneurial mindset enables a stronger foundation even at the stage of
forming the research hypothesis: the need for the research is justified; the
research is not duplicative and is positioned to create new knowledge; the
research product will be more readily translatable by industry. Most graduates
in sensor research will work in industry, and therefore those students exposed to
an entrepreneurial mindset will also start their careers with a more complete set
of the skills that industry is looking for.
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Introduction

Academic researchers are mostly rewarded for publications, citations, and grant
funding above other metrics. It is therefore expected that these top metrics strongly
influence the formation of research objectives. Historically, this conventional model of
research has served society well in providing new breakthroughs and in generating the
graduate workforce needed by industry to drive commercial innovation. However, this
article will argue that, at least sensor research, and more specifically biosensor research, has
a significant need to realign with real world needs and commercial viability. Yes, some
fundamental research must continue without the burden of having to generate commercial
impact, but this article will provide evidence suggesting that too much biosensor research
proceeds without alignment with real needs in improving human health. This perspective
article will highlight the continued academic pursuit of sweat biosensors. This pursuit
persists despite the now-available knowledge that these sensors will, in nearly all cases, be far
less accurate than commercially proven and patient-accepted biosensors such as continuous
glucose monitors. The argument draws on the author’s own journey in biosensors, which
started in 2012 in sweat biosensing; after 8 years of research, it resulted in a period of
disillusionment and deep reflection and then further resulted in an entrepreneurially
informed pivot into a much more productive and commercially viable pathway. This
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perspective is written as a story narrative. It is the author’s hope that
other sensor researchers can learn from the story and therefore
increasingly avoid misplaced research effort. The story will follow
the plot of the well-known and industry-respected Gartner Hype
Cycle (Figure 1). It will reveal the power of adopting an
entrepreneurial mindset before or during the formation of
research hypothesis. At the end of this perspective, the author
will also provide a simple method centered on an entrepreneurial
mindset that can act as an effective guide for other researchers who
want to more quickly maximize the odds that their research will find
real-world impact.

The innovation: trigger-non-invasive
biosensing through sweat

In 2012, the US Air Force came to the author and said, “Jason, we
have 2,000 sensors on a plane and only 1 sensor on the pilot and the pilot

is the performance bottleneck for the entire system, we want you to help
us figure out how to monitor pilot performance in real time with
biosensors.”Having no experience in biosensors, the author was initially
reluctant but then enthusiastic due to the excitement of pivoting his
technological expertise into new applications. In 2013, bolstered by early
publications by Dermot Diamond (Schazmann et al., 2010) and Joseph
Wang (Jia et al., 2013), the author and the US Air Force began a focused
effort in sweat biosensing. This was the innovation trigger illustrated in
Figure 1. Within just a few years, the plot of Figure 2 demonstrates that
publications by the author and other groups quickly generated global
interest in sweat biosensing. The “sky was the limit”, as the lofty goal of a
continuous non-invasive molecular biosensor seemed as though it could
finally be a reality.

The peak of inflated expectations

The field of sweat biosensing rapidly gained momentum as the
author and other researchers published clever-looking wearable
devices (Heikenfeld, 2016) with continuous sweat molecule data,
despite the fact that none of the publications were able to show any
correlation with the blood levels of the molecules. The author
published the first informative review on sweat gland physiology
in 2015 (Sonner et al., 2015) and on sweat biosensing in 2016
(Heikenfeld, 2016) which concluded:

It is therefore the position of this author that the most important
conclusions that can be made at this time are two-fold:

1) the opportunity provided in eccrine sweat is clearly
compelling compared to other non-invasive biofluids, and
has the potential to enable a true performance leap for
wearable technology;

FIGURE 1
Gartner Hype Cycle for technology innovation.

FIGURE 2
Publications with “sweat” + “sensor” vs. year (courtesy Web of Science) with annotations of key activities by the author as he entered and exited
the field.
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2) the many challenges for eccrine sweat are likely resolvable
directly or indirectly through technological innovation.
Importantly, circa 2016, the roadmap of requirements for
addressing these challenges is now much more clear.”

These conclusions still hold true today; however, as will be seen
in later sections of this perspective, early adoption of an
entrepreneurial mindset would have resulted in a major revision
of them. In the 2016 review (Heikenfeld, 2016), it was also stated and
was already becoming clear that the most accurate diagnostic data in
sweat were going to be limited mainly to small hydrophobic
molecules (drugs, steroid hormones, etc.) or to sweat fluid loss
for dehydration prevention. These conclusions were only reinforced
over time with two Nature-series journals articles that included the
author (Heikenfeld et al., 2019; Davis et al., 2024). Small
hydrophobic molecules alone represented a moderate but
significant potential commercial market. Therefore, in 2015, the
author co-founded and helped grow a startup company, Eccrine
Systems Inc. Eccrine Systems experienced rapid investor-driven
growth such that even Bloomberg highlighted the company as a
top global startup to watch (Huet, 2017).

At this point, the author’s academic research narrowed its
focus to small hydrophobic analytes (Hauke et al., 2018) and
sweat fluid loss (Zhao et al., 2019). However, in measuring
molecule concentrations with blood correlation, the
complexity of the devices was increasing to the point where
commercial viability was arguably diminishing (Hauke et al.,
2018). This point in time is where the deficiencies of an inward-
looking academic biosensor research community become highly
visible; despite the limited utility for sweat, the rapid growth of
publications continued with a large focus on metabolites such as
glucose and lactate. Sweat glucose and lactate were, and still
remain, doubtful if not impossible for blood correlation with the
approaches currently being demonstrated. For example, there is
even recent research claiming that tight sweat glucose to blood
correlation is possible (Sempionatto et al., 2021). In this and
most sweat glucose papers, enzymatic sensors are utilized whose
signal directly depends on analyte flux to the sensor. Therefore,
the glucose signal will be proportional to sweat rate, and sweat
rate is extremely variable across the population and within the
individual. Even if a blood glucose correlation is possible, what is
the end-user or healthcare system value proposition since it is
well-known that metabolites are accurately measurable in
interstitial fluid with a commercially proven device that is
now even available direct to consumers (Heikenfeld et al.,
2019; Friedel et al., 2023a)? It is also troubling that research
foundations seeking to resolve tough chronic diseases such as
irritable bowel syndrome have used important philanthropic
funding to sponsor newer startups that promise revolutionary
results with the inflammation proteins in sweat (Falci, 2024).
The meaningful monitoring of proteins in sweat is difficult if not
impossible based on current fundamental understanding of
sweat physiology (Heikenfeld et al., 2019). Furthermore, if
you are really trying to help chronic disease patients, why
bother with sweat, knowing it is generally diagnostically
inferior to biofluids such as interstitial fluid? In medicine,
accuracy usually matters more than novelty or perceived user
convenience.

The trough of disillusionment

Eccrine Systems eventually raised roughly $30M, grew to nearly
60 employees, and then dissolved shortly after the 2020 COVID
pandemic caused a major decrease in venture capital investing. In
retrospect, a quick dissolution of Eccrine Systems was likely
beneficial to the author’s ongoing research because, even if the
company had attracted additional investor funding, it is now
clear that

- the technology required for continuous and blood-correlated
sweat biosensing (Hauke et al., 2018) is likely far more complex
than any wearable device that has ever been commercialized;

- it would have been amajor uphill battle, as key decisionmakers
such as doctors are highly suspicious of the diagnostic value of
a new unproven biofluid such as sweat;

- the potential market value for sweat sensing devices is real but
very small compared to successes such as glucose monitors or
other wearable diagnostic devices.

Several other sweat-based startups either dissolved, pivoted
away from sweat, or substantially reduced their focus to a more
limited number of applications (Davis et al., 2024). Again, as shown
in Figure 2, despite this trough of disillusionment from an industry
perspective, academic research and publication in sweat biosensing
continued to grow due to a lack of diligence by researchers or due to
ignoring the now-known scientific facts.

The slope of enlightenment (the most
important part of this story)

This next section follows a train of interviews and thought
process over a 2-year time span that the author wishes he had
utilized when he began working in biosensing in 2012.

In 2021, the author began an intensive effort to reposition
(pivot) his biosensing research. Surely, there were applications
worth pursuing beyond just glucose monitoring? Part of this
2021 pivot was enabled by some of the author’s earlier efforts in
pursuit of sweat sensing. During his time with Eccrine Systems
(2015–2020), the author, after starting as a chief technology officer,
decided to revise his role to Principal Scientist. As Principal Scientist,
the author invested his time and energy deep in the fundamentals of
what technology breakthroughs were needed to make a compelling
wearable sweat biosensor. Part of this journey led the author in
2015 to aptamer sensor pioneer Prof. Kevin Plaxco’s office at the
University of California at Santa Barbara. This was an eye-opening
visit that convinced the author that electrochemical aptamer sensors
were essential for monitoring the most meaningful molecules in
sweat (Arroyo-Currás et al., 2020). During this visit, the author was
further influenced by a sign of good luck that he photographed
(Figure 3) through the office window of Prof. Plaxco. Indeed, later in
2021, the author would extract durable value from this visit to
Prof. Plaxco.

In 2021, the author realized his focus was too technologically
deep during his sweat biosensing years and that he could not “see the
forest through the trees.” This was a mistake that the author vowed
not to make again as he investigated a biosensing pivot in 2021. As
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part of this pivot, the author decided he needed to spend more time
on the end-user and business aspects related to the future of
biosensing. The first phase of the author’s discovery work was to
leverage his position and network to interview the heads of research
and development at major glucose monitor companies. The author
began with a simple question that could be answered without a
confidentiality agreement: “what are the most important questions
you ask yourself when considering a new sensing modality beyond
glucose?” The answers were very consistent: “we don’t care what a
new sensor does unless it can last at least 3 days in a beaker, and it
still a matter of debate on what molecules to pursue outside of
diabetes management.”

So, which biosensor platform to pursue? In 2021, aptamer
sensors were, and still are, along with enzymatic sensors the only
class of sensors demonstrated in vivo for numerous analytes
(Arroyo-Currás et al., 2020). However, the author was aware that
aptamer sensors fell well short of the minimum 3-day goal stated by
industry experts. In the author’s lab, aptamer sensors would provide
accuracy for amere 6–12 h. So, the author next went to several global
academic experts in aptamer sensors with the simple question: “for
how long can aptamer sensors operate accurately for.?” A common
response was: “about 24 hours maybe.” At this point, a worthy
research topic had been identified for the author, regardless of the
end-application. Multi-week aptamer sensor longevity was clearly a
worthy fundamental research goal because 1) as demonstrated with
2-week wearable glucose monitors, sensor longevity is critical for
reducing costs and improving user ergonomics, and 2) the required
aptamer sensor longevity had never been demonstrated and was an
open fundamental question if it was even possible. Despite the
significant challenge level of this goal, the author’s academic
research team made 2-week aptamer sensor longevity their
primary focus (see the next section for what was accomplished).

However, a sensor is only as good as the device to which it is
connected and the biofluid in which it measures the molecule. After
a rough experience with sweat biosensors, the author was resolved to
avoid the two major risks associated with sweat biosensing: 1)
complicated new device structures, and 2) a biofluid that was
perceived as risky by doctors. The logical choice was clear:
interstitial fluid a few millimeters beneath the skin surface—the
same fluid accessed by continuous glucose monitors (Heikenfeld

et al., 2019; Friedel et al., 2023a). The author’s team quickly and
thoroughly investigated interstitial fluid fundamentals and
hypothesized that most small and medium (ones to tens kDa)
molecules could potentially have strong blood correlation (Friedel
et al., 2023a). While such capability had not yet been demonstrated,
an under-investigated hypothesis was a good fundamental scientific
reason to pursue academic research in interstitial fluid.

However, a sensor must also reliably access its target
biofluid. The author then began parallel investigative paths
with microneedle sensing (currently a very hot topic in
academic research) vs. a single indwelling needle sensor like
that used in commercial glucose monitors. Despite some early
success with microneedles, including the first ever human data
with aptamer sensors (Friedel et al., 2023b), the author and his
research team decided their main focus would be to mimic the
commercial continuous glucose monitors which doctors trusted
and which diabetes patients loved (Figure 4). The rationale for
this focus was three-fold. First, the author’s team could not
answer the question: “what significant problem do microneedles
solve that the existing glucose monitor format could not already
solve?” Second, deeper placement into the skin is likely more
accurate, and in medical diagnostic applications accuracy is
critical. Third, the current devices are absolute works of art
and engineering, inexpensive to manufacture, and universally
accepted, so why “reinvent the wheel”? Interestingly, despite
these powerful arguments that the author’s team adopted in
2021, even today most academic molecular biosensor
researchers worldwide remain predominantly focused on
sweat or microneedles.

However, a biosensor is only valuable if it measures an
analyte that people care about. In 2021, the author was very
active in interviewing candidate CEOs to help launch a new
startup company based on the above-described new research
foci. The author spoke with a local venture firm who
recommended he find a CEO with direct industry experience
in diagnostic products. The venture firm further recommended
he speak to Andrew Cothrel. Andrew was a serial entrepreneur
with corporate experience at both Abbott and Roche diagnostics
divisions, the perfect match to help guide the above research foci
to the right applications. After 2 years of countless interviews
with industry, doctors, and patients, the author and his CEO
formed a strong hypothesis that molecular monitoring in
cardiovascular diseases was the next big commercial market
for wearable molecular monitors. The author and Cothrel
further narrowed their initial focus on helping US hospitals
reduce their $16B problem in heart failure readmissions. A new
startup, Kilele Health, was formed (kilele means “peak” in
Swahili), and the final puzzle pieces were in place for a
potentially fruitful research path. Empowered by important
new fundamental questions to answer and applications that
matter, the author was able to quickly obtain over a dozen
new research grants to support his research pivot in
biosensors. Despite leveraging as much existing technology
and proof points as possible, these fundamental research
grants were appropriate because, as the author has
experienced, biosensing research is always incredibly difficult
and requires a large fundamental research effort just to reach
preliminary in vivo results.

FIGURE 3
A sign of good fortune? Indeed, this photo during a 2015 visit to
Prof. Kevin Plaxco ultimately would lead to the most fruitful outcome
of the author’s efforts in sweat biosensing research.
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The plateau of productivity–will we
get there?

This story is not finished. There are no aptamer sensors on the
market, and even large companies have struggled to release
compelling biosensing products beyond glucose. However, the
approach taken above was empowered by an entrepreneurial
mindset and achieved by seeking critical inputs outside the
academic community. Furthermore, recalling the goal of aptamer
sensors that last at least 7 days, the author’s team achieved a record
7-day operation in 2023 (Watkins et al., 2023) and recently shattered
their own aptamer sensor longevity record with an unprecedented
60 days of continuous accurate sensor operation in whole serum at
body temperature (Watkins et al., 2024). Furthermore, the author’s
team is now demonstrating in vivo placement of these aptamer
sensors on sensor electrodes that mimic the form factors and
insertion methods used in continuous glucose monitors. The
author now strongly feels that, at minimum, he has maximized
his chances of being successful in advancing molecular monitoring
beyond glucose. Only the future will tell how this story ends.

A reflection and summary

Turning back to Figure 2, it is clear that the thought process used
to define academic research objectives is very different than the
entrepreneurial mindset the author used to pivot his research into a
productive new pathway. How many more research papers must be
published in sweat glucose or lactate until the academic field realizes
some of the same insights that the author realized? Beyond sweat
biosensors, similar problems exist across biosensors in general. John
Roger’s pioneering electronic tattoo work (Heikenfeld et al., 2018)
may have utility for fragile neonate skin, but it has also inspired its
own hype cycle and overextension of proposed utility by other
researchers. Similar problems also exist for energy harvesting for
biosensors. If you talk to wearable biosensor companies, small, rigid,
and battery-powered devices are just fine. Again, what real-world
problems exist that need solving?

The first line of this article states, “Academic researchers are
mostly rewarded for publications, citations, and grant funding above
other metrics.” If this system of rewards does not change, then it is
likely that academic research will continue to struggle to align with
the most fruitful research paths. There are some potentially simple

solutions. Research does not happen without grant funding.
Ultimately, having grant panels and reviews with even more
industry experts and end stakeholders would drive a more
entrepreneurial mindset into sensor research (e.g., for biosensors
to include doctors, industry experts, and patients). The evaluation of
proposed research projects is a worldwide problem involving a
traditional process that can be difficult to change or improve. In
the meantime, the author hopes that this article will inspire today’s
sensor researchers to adopt an entrepreneurial mindset in defining
their next research objectives. Why wait? Students will benefit too,
given that most graduates in biosensor research will work in industry
where entrepreneurial thinking is critical, even inside
large companies.

It is not the purpose of this article to diminish the importance of
academic or theoretic research but rather to emphasize the strong
importance of stakeholder- and outcome-driven research in
wearable medical sensors. This article ends with a step-by-step
method to incorporate an entrepreneurial mindset into sensor
research. Similar versions of this method are outlined near the
end of the author’s other recent perspectives (Friedel et al., 2023a;
Davis et al., 2024). This process, if done well, may take several
months, if not years, of continuous effort to maximize its impact, but
it will be well worth the effort. If your research lab has eight people,
that equates to >10,000 h per year on research. Therefore spending
tens or even hundreds of hours in an entrepreneurial mindset seems
justifiable. To do this, here is a simple guide.

1) Start with finding the best problems to solve, not pushing your
current technology. The author had created world-leading
sweat sensing technology (Hauke et al., 2018) but
abandoned it when it was time for his pivot. Instead, ask
the industry what problems are holding back biosensor
progress. Ask end-users (doctors and nurses, patients, and
payers) what problems they have with existing diagnostic
technology or what problems could benefit from
technological assistance. This typically requires dozens of
well-structured interviews, if not more, with stakeholders
typically only found outside of academia. Interdisciplinary
engagement is critical to building a strong foundation.

2) Now that you have found a problem worth solving, ensure that
the problem is fundamentally solvable against the end
requirements you learned during interviews. Solvability
could be limited by the stability of sensor chemistries, or,

FIGURE 4
The author’s new strategy, to adapt proven commercial technology with a new sensing modality based on aptamers that allows biosensing beyond
glucose. The device shown at left is Abbott’s Libre 3 glucose monitoring wearable and is just a representation of the author’s goal and not something that
has yet been accomplished.
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for example, by factors out of your control such as physiology
not being able to provide reliable access to a molecule
(Heikenfeld et al., 2019; Friedel et al., 2023a). If
conventional wisdom says it cannot be done, question it
because sometimes the upside is so big it that is worth
taking the risk to challenge conventional wisdom (e.g., the
author’s team’s effort in aptamer sensor longevity).

3) Now that you have found problems worth solving and which
are solvable, ask two more sequential questions:
a. Are there existing technologies or tools that can simply be

readapted to help solve the problem, such that unnecessary
research efforts are avoided? In vivo demonstration of a
working biosensor is hard enough, so do not take on more
challenges than you absolutely must.

b. If the answer to (a) above is “no,” then as you pursue your
research iteratively, try to innovate by subtraction and reducing
the complexity of your biosensor device.While complexitymay
make for an interesting paper or presentation to the research
community (Hauke et al., 2018), end-users just want the
problem solved, and the more complex the solution, the less
likely it will be successful.

The above step-by-step method is, of course, highly abbreviated
in explanation; for further consideration look at programs and
methods such as the National Science Foundation’s I-Corps
program in the United States. You can also turn to your local
venture capital firms or startup incubators, who typically have some
or all these resources internally. Thank you for reading this article.
Hopefully you can learn and benefit from the mistakes made by the
author as he made his first attempt at biosensor research.
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